
 

Grotto   A cave  

Germane   Something related to the topic  

Pertinent   Having to do with or connected to a relevant 

subject 

Goad   Provoke or annoy someone so as to get an action 

or reaction  

Prompt   Someone who does things on time or immediate  

Hopeless   An unlucky or unfortunate person 

Strident   Loud and harsh  

Hiatus   A gap or break in activity, time or space 

interruption 

Detestable   Disgusting, hateful or awful 

Hoax   Acts meant to trick or deceive  

Deception   Causing someone to believe something that is not 

true 

Humane   A kind tender and compassionate person  

Compassionate   Someone who shows kindness and empathy to 

others 

Modest   Not thinking too highly of oneself; humble 

Hollow – empty   

Hostel   A place that offers shelter at a low cost for young 

people who are traveling  



Inn   A small hotel for people who are traveling  

Haphazard   Something disorganized or without having any 

particular order to me 

Mirage   An illusion in which something is seen in the 

distance but is not really there  

Impair   Damage or weaken something  

Validity   Being correct or true 

Impetuous   Done suddenly and without thought; sudden and 

impulsive 

Implore   To beg  

Levied   The collection by a government of money property 

or troops  

Impromptu   Done suddenly and without thought 

Inamorata   A woman who loves or is loved   

Mistress   A woman in a position of authority or control 

Incisive   Sharply cutting or sharp as in thinking with your 

mind 

Inconceivable   Impossible to imagine, understand or think about  

Inconspicuous   Not likely to be seen or noticed   

Indigenous   Navigating to another area or location  

Incite   To rouse, stir up, urge on 

Inhabitation   Something holding you back or restraining you; 

dwell in your thoughts  



Wariness   Being cautious and watchful  

Innate   Existing from birth, inborn 

Inflection   Change in pitch or tone of the voice  

Inexorable   Stubborn or inflexible person or situation that 

cannot be changed  

Insensate   Not having feelings 

Itinerary   A detailed plan of travel 

Intricacy   Complexity  

Intrigued   Interested in something and want to learn more; 

fascinated  

Insular   Physically isolated, standing alone 

Invigorate   To fill with energy, strength  

Vivify   To give life to make come to life animate  

Irritable   Easily annoyed 

Idle   Not active or in use, not working  

Intrepid   Feeling or showing no fear  

Jeer   To make fun of  

Kvetch   To complain in a nagging or whining way  

Languid   Lacking or not showing strength, energy, sluggish 

Feeble   Lacking physical strength, weak in the body or 

mind 

Laceration   A wound, cut, or tear 

Lackadaisical   Lacking energy, determination or enthusiasm  



Listless   Feeling or showing no energy or no interest in 

doing anything  

Lampoon   Publically criticize (someone or something) by 

using ridicule irony, or sarcasm 

Satirize   To attack ridicule or criticize through the use 

parody or irony 

Lapse   A slight failure to met some accepted standard  

Deviation   Deporting from the accepted practice or the norm 

Interval   The period of time between two events or 

situations  

Licit   Allowed or permitted by law  

Latent   Something present but invisible or hidden  

Lessen   Make smaller in amount or size  

Linguistic   Something that relates to language  

Loathing   Dislike very much or hate  

Patriotic   Showing or having great pride and love of your 

country  

Lacerate   To rip, mangle, or injure by tearing or ripping 

Maim   To injure badly by destroying a part of the body or 

making it useless  

Malcontent   Person who dissatisfied and rebellious  

Malicious   Having or reflecting a wish to harm  

Malevolent   Wishing or doing evil others  



Mammoth    Something huge, mammal 

Marvel   A wonderful or amazing thing  

Maroon   Isolate or to abandon  

Materialize   To appear or become real  

Maul   To hurt by beating or through other rough 

treatment  

Meager   A small amount, scanty, or not enough  

Matriarch   A woman who is a head of family or is a powerful 

mother figure  

Meantime   Spare time that is in between 

Intervene   To come between or to happen between two points 

in time  

Meek   Doing what others want, someone who is willing to 

give into others 

Mimesis   Imitation or representation 

Mirth   Laughter or amusement  

Euphoria   Feeling of extreme happiness  

Mobilize   Prepare and organize troops for active service  

Mope   To act dull and sad 

Sulk   To express anger or bad humor by being silent or 

distant   

Moratorium   A temporary ban or suspension of activity 

considered to be bad or unhealthful  



Misnomer   Giving the wrong name for a person thing or place  

Myriad   A countless or extremely big number  

Mar   Damage or to disfigure  

Nebulous   Hazy confused, unclear or indistinct  

Vague   Unclear, hazy or uncertain 

Negated   Nullify; make ineffective  

Annul   To do away with  

Nepotism   Showing favoritism to relatives  

Negligent   Not showing proper concern careless  

Significant   Important to be worthy of attention 

Novice   A person with little or no experience at a particular 

job or activity (beginner)  

Objectionable   Causing someone to object or disagree 

Prophesy   Saying that a specific thing with happen in the 

future (predicted) 

Omen   To predict or foreshadow to future  

Omission   A piece of information or thing that is left out  

Exclusion   The act of leaving someone out or being left out  

Obliterate   Completely destroy or eliminate  

Obstinate   Extremely stubborn and determined to have your 

own way  

Oppressive   Something that is hard to deal with or causes 

discomfort  



Tyrannical   Imposing one’s will on others by threat or force  

Overture   An opening move to begin something  

Proposal   A suggested plan  

Rash   Not done carefully 

 


